Hurricane Florence Leaves over a Dozen Dead, 100s of 1,000s without Power
by Emily Shapiro, Daniel Manzo, Jeffrey Cook, and Meghan Keneally
Sept. 17, 2018 – Here is a look at the dangerous storm by the numbers.
17: The number of fatalities as of the afternoon of Sunday.
105 mph: As the storm made landfall Friday morning, Wilmington, North Carolina, was hit by a 105 mph wind gust, the strongest wind in the city since 1958.
100: The number of people who needed to be rescued in flooded New Bern, North Carolina, on Saturday morning.
65: Number of trees blown across roads in Raleigh, North Carolina, Saturday morning.
33.89 inches: As of Sunday, Swansboro, North Carolina, had received an unofficial total of 33.89 inches of rainfall, breaking the all-time rain record for North Carolina of 24.06 set in 1999 during Hurricane Floyd.  Wilmington, North Carolina, had received 23.59 inches of rain, a record for a single weather event.
592,370: Number of customers without power in North Carolina on Sunday.
27,456: Number of customers without power in South Carolina on Sunday.
1 million: Up to 1 million people have evacuated their North Carolina homes, Gov. Cooper said Friday.
20,000: More than 20,000 people in 6 states -- North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, Maryland and Tennessee -- took shelter in 206 Red Cross and community shelters on Thursday.
730,000: The number of blankets available for evacuees.  6,000 cots and 6 million meals have also been provided.
11 feet: Storm surge may reach this point in parts of North Carolina.  "People do not live and survive to tell the tale about what their experience is like with storm surge," FEMA administrator Brock Long told "GMA."
40 inches: Rainfall could reach this point.
13: Number of nuclear reactors the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is monitoring near Florence's path.
19: Number of states sending teams to help North Carolina with Florence.
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